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October 11 - 27, 2019
April 1, 2021
81% Merlot, 19% Cabernet Sauvignon
15.4%
Katie Vogt

VI NTAGE NOTES
The excellent 2019 vintage was long and even, with mild temperatures throughout the summer
months. A cool, wet winter and spring was followed by warm and sunny conditions that lasted the
duration of the growing season. Fruit development was consistent and clean, delivering layered,
mature fruit notes, outstanding structure and appealing texture.
W INEMAKING NOTES
Jayson Red Wine is a distinctive blend from some of Napa Valley’s finest vineyards, crafted to express
each vintage with intensity and richness. Grapes were hand-picked and hand-sorted before undergoing
fermentation in stainless steel tanks to enhance its fresh fruit profile and retain its bright acidity. The
wine was then racked to 58% new French oak barrels for 15 months of aging.
T ASTING NOTE S
Jayson Red Wine is an approachable, deeply layered blend that delivers the exceptional quality that
distinguishes Pahlmeyer wines. This Merlot-focused blend adds Cabernet Sauvignon for a velvety
expression. Notes of plums, cherries and boysenberries on the full-bodied palate are contrasted
by hints of lavender, clove and mushroom. Plush and inviting with a touch of savory characteristics,
this Red Wine will pair well with a charcuterie plate or roasted pork tenderloin.
ABOUT JAYSON WINES
Jayson wines are born from two of the most renowned winegrowing regions in the world — the iconic
Napa Valley and the pioneering Sonoma Coast. Every vintage is meticulously made with the attention
to detail for which Pahlmeyer is known and trusted, while capturing the spirit of its founder whose huge
personality, humor and joy for living are an integral part of the Pahlmeyer legacy.
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